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The very right of WE CAN WIN NOW BUT IN THELONG TERMunions to exist is being S . offens1ve,When they have
challenged by the employ— a unionism fit for the
ers in these disputes. The Strikes at News we have a11'eadY Seen task‘

what do they Shgw us InternatiOna1,FrenCh SOm€ encouraging signs Of

and what can be done to
reverse the current trend
of 1ong,bitter strikes
ending in defeat for the
workers?

WHATW SSTBIKES?

What wins strikes?The
solidarity of workers and
the use of direct action.

What loses them?Work-
ers content to leave a
strike in the hands of
union officials;workers
who appeal for "fair"
arbitration from ACAS;
strikers who expect any
meaningful support from
the TUC or any union lea-
dership.

Connection and Silent-
night can be won,and must
be if workers are to
remain able to organise
industrially.

BUT WORKERS IN THESE
DISPUTES MUST REFUSE TO
TAKE A BACK SEAT TO THEIR
UNION LEADERSHIP.

They must campaign for
active solidarity in
their struggle from the
rank and file of other
unions,and if this is
not forthcoming then they
must use all their ingen-
uity to SABOTAGE AND
DESTROY THE PRODUCTS AND
PRODUCTIVE CAPACITY OF
THEIR BOSS.

the way to win.Dockers
have blacked Silentnight
goods;US and French  
unions have helped the
French Connection strik~
ers,while at home people
have rallied round to
organise the campaign for
a consumer boycott;some—
one has given some of the
TNT drivers a good hiding
even paper boys have set
a fine example to their
elders by refusing to
deliver the SUN.

A massive increase in
these acts of solidarity
and direct action could
win these disputes.But
workers can only do this,
and go on to take the
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DIRECT ACTION says:
lets build a fighting
rank-and—fi1e organis-
ation that can face up to
this chal1enge.The
strength to win is NOT
lacking;only the will.
 

DIRECT  
HCTIO

5P louder
than words
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Last year more than 7000 deputy director of the HSE,saw
people were killed or serious-
ly injured at work.Occupation-
al diseases killed another
12,000.

What is the government's
response?A new white paper,to
appear in the sgring,relaxing
health and safety rules still
further. ,

Lord Young,Employment Sec-
retary,explains,“Some busin-
essmen still complain to me
about the weight of work which
health and safety legislation
puts upon them."So he will
"identify difficulties caused
to employers" and "cut the
burdens" imposed on business.

Accidents hp and UP
Yet already industrial

accidents are massively in-
creasing,no doubt helped along
by the growth of YTS with its
appalling record on safety.
Frem 1981-1984 serious acci-
dents in industry rose by 24%.

But in the construction
industry they rose by a terr-
ifying 4l%.And it was the
construction industry that was
the scene for a recent exper-
iment in de-regulating health
and safety.

Cynical  
The scheme,run by the sec-

retive Health and Safety Exec-
utive (HSE),was called "A Plan
of Work" and consisted of
something cynically entitled
"safety assurance".What thlS
actually meant was leaving all
responsibility for safety in
the hands of the employers,a
firm called Costain.

The idea came,of course,
from the USA,where Jim Hammer,

cook the books...
Once again the govern-

ment plans to fiddle the
unemployment figures .
By countingthem 2 weeks
later they can reduce an
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The favourite word Tn
Thatcher's dictionary df false
hopes,currently being trumpet-
ed by all and sundry,from
royalty to Radio 4 and from
the DHSS to the yellow press,
is ENTERPRlSE.The self-employ-
ed and small businesses,they
tell us,show the way to the
future.Tomorrow belongs to
them.

There are figures that bear
this out.The self-employed
increased by 347. (more than
half a million people) between
1978 and l984,and now repres-
ent a higher proportion of the
working population than at any
time in the last 60 years.They
now number some two and a
quarterrmillion.

Appeal
Of course,the idea of self-

employment has tremendous
appeal.Be your own boss,con-
trol things your way,be a real
decision-maker-—1t could even
mean making a fortune if you
work hard.What a tempting

ros ect-—-doubly so when jobsP P _
are hard to find.

And with Amillion out of
work,it‘s also a tempting
prospect to the government.
Hence all the advice centres
for small businesses,and the
Enterprise Allowance of £40.00
er week for a year if you setP

up on your own.
Besides this,the increase

in self-employment has a lot
of appeal for bigger business.

Z

it in action in California.
In Britain,it had predict-

able but tragic results.Cos-
tain's safety record got worse
over the experimental period.
And in one case,it cost some-
one's life.

Death fall
this occurred when the new

British Home stores was being
built in Hull.While fitting
unusually small steel sheets
between girders in a high wind
a man fell 30 feet and was
badly hurt.Normally an inspec-
tor would be called in and
work stopped.But under the
“Safety Assurance" scheme the i
bosses saw fit to avoid an \
expensive delay,work continued ‘
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and hours later another man
fell to his death.

The director of the HSE
called the experiment success-
ful,because both sides had
learned from it.We call it
scandalous.

Umons
A confidential paper pre-

pared by Jim Hammer for the
HSE anticipates trade union
opposition to "safety assur-
ance" and adds,“It might bee
easier to get agreement with
trade unions locally than on
a national level".

Don't let them get away
with thisllf any attempt is
made to put this one over on
building workers quietly,on a
local basis,it must be opposed
and loudly publicised.Peoples'
lives,in construction and ult-
imately in all industries,will
depend on it.

“unacceptably high“ number
by about 60,000- the 8th
time since 1979 the gover-
nment have fiddled the
counting method.

The facts show why.
FIQUPBS

The self=employed just
don't make those hoped-for
fortunes.They don't usually
get paid holidays,sick or mat-
ernity pay,or other NI bene-
fits.Inland revenue figures
show that earnings are usually
lower than they would be for
employees doing the same jobs.
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And OVER HALF of all new small
businesses fail

A recent Gallup poll found
ythat 45% of the self-employed
worked over 60 hours a week,
and many used their families;
as unpaid labour on top of
this.Not many employees have
to put up with quite such bad
conditions.

The way this benefits em-
ployers 1S simple-—-ty turning,
former employees into "indep-

-il-r

THE LUCRATIVE LE

Terry Duffy the former pres-
ident of the Amalgamated Union
of Engineering Workers the AUEW
who died last October, left a
will with assets of £77,609,not
bad for a working lad.

...AND...
Not long ago,Derek Hatton

visited Oxford to speak at a
Militant public meeting.lnter-
esting to note that he stayed
overnight-—-not in someone's
house,or even in a bed and
breakfast place,but at the
Randolph Hotel,Oxford's posh-
est,where a single room with
bath is £46 per night (includ-
ing service and VAT).Perhaps
he saved by not having break-
fast,which is £5.65 extra.
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We have all seen the adverts

for the YTS where the govern-
ment is promising all school
leavers aged 16 and 17 a place
on a 2 year YTS scheme. But the
government is having problems
with its plans to enrol all
school leavers on such schemes.

Some major companies such as
Unilever, Rank Xerox, IBM and
Dlxons have been complaining of
the increased years and in-
creased control and auditing of
schemes.

As the government attempts
to improve YTS so that they be-
come more ‘worthwhile’ training
schemes they are bound to run
into conflict with employers,
who use YTS as a form of cheep
labour. Some employers are
talking about starting their
own schemes free frome MSC con-
trol.

The Ggvernmentrs priVatiS_ carrier/missile launcher,or
ation machine continues its
battle against all nationalis-
ed industries.Now it seems
that BL is to be split up and
sold off.The Tories‘ unhealthy
interest in ensuring that the
buyers (current favourites are
General Motors and Ford) are
American is even more promin-
ent in view of the "Westland
Affair".

It seems they're not con-
tent with turning Britain into
America's largest aircraft

wgtv

endant" sub-contractors they
can make huge savings on the
wage bill.To start with,l6Z
of labour costs are not wages
and these are instantly saved.
The system at work

The best—known example of
this practice is "the Lump“
-—-the use of self-employed
workers in the construction
industry.But now this is
spreading.Farm workers,their
jobs threatened by EEC milk
quotas,are coming under in-
creasing pressure to go self-
employed.

School meals staff at Here-
ford and Worcester County
Council were made redundant
and re-employed as a “self-
help co-operative“,saving the
Tory council £55,000 in labour
costs.

Metal Box made organised
lorry drivers redundant,then
offered them self-employed
contracts at another factory.

Franchise operation is
another name for the same
trick.In one case,related
recently by the United Road
Transport Union,bakery deliv-
ery drivers were persuaded to
go it alone,buying bread
rounds from the company.The
contract offered an attractive
array of services the company
would provide the drivers -
WHERE PRACTICAL.It also con-
tained nine pages of oblig-
ations,failure to fulfill
which would result in a broken ———

handing over Commonwealth
territory (Grenada).America is
to take over large sectors of
British industry with the com-
pliance of Westminster.

If the Westland Affair
smelt of foul play,Leyland
positively reeks.It seems
General Motors have been neg-
otiating for the sale over
nine months,but only now do we
learn of the deadline for ten-
ders-—-March 4th!Not long for
their competitors to put in an
offer.

The effect of all this on
jobs could be very grim.Shop
stewards particularly fear an
American takeover-—-in the US,
General Motors have actually
forced wage cuts from the un-
ions,threatening huge job cuts.

Of course,whoever is in
charge of BL,car workers will
be subject to exploitation,
and vulnerable to the bosses‘
trick of moving operations
elsewhere whenever labour
costs threaten to increase.

What about the Tories‘ much
vaunted "British independence“
and flag-waving?This,and West-
land show just how much of an
American satellite Britain has
become.

IH

contract,crippling financial
penalties and loss of live-
lihood. ' '

The company was particular-
ly careful to make sure it
could cream off the large luc-
rative regular customers from
the franchisees‘ rounds,leav—
ing them with the small scatt-
ered orders (cafes,corner
shops) which had never provid-
ed fat profits. _

Just cosmetnc?
If we consider these work-

ers‘ experiences we see the
push towards an increase in
self-employment as far more
than a mere cosmetic exercise,
masking the ugly face of
massive unemployment.

A It is a cynical attempt to
manipulate peoples‘ desire
for work and independence to
create an even more fragmented
and low-waged labour force for
"Sweatshop Britain“.
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WOMENS' HEALTH:AN ASTMS
WORKPLACE PROGRAMME TO,
IMPROVE THE HEALTH OF
WOMEN.
Available for £1.00 from
Finance Dept,Head Office ASTMS
79 Camden Rd,London NW1 9ES.

This document is intended
as a guide "to pull together
all the different action that
could be taken by ASTMS mem-
bers to improve the health of
women on the workplace".For
this reason it consists of
several different sections
which can be used separately
or together,according to diff-

In his book,"Modern Polit-
ical Analysis" the sociologist
R Dahl writes,"lf everyone
were perfectly agreed on ends
and means,no-one would ever
need to change the way of an-
other.Hence no relations of
influence or power would arise
Hence no Dolitical system
would exist.Let one person
frustrate another in the pur-
suit of his goals and you al-
ready have the germ of a pol-
itical system;conflict and
politics are born inseparable
twins."

This is the fundamental
belief on which sociologists
base their justification of
tpower structures in society,
e belief that without these
power structures men and women
are incapable of finding an
equitable solution to the
problems of living together in
a society.Saying that conflict
and politics are born “insep-
arable twins" is nearer the
truth,for conflict has per-
vaded human society throughout
its history,a history of rul-
ers and ruled.

History,though,has shown
that,despite the imposition
of the will of the privileged
few,it has been the co-operat-
ion and adaptation of mutual
aid which has been the main
factor in the survival of the
human species,and often this
has been in conflict with the
interests of those who were in
control of society at the time
—-and who were justifying
their existence as a socially
stabilising force.

The society we have today
is the product of our past.In
its evolution we have inherit-
ed not only institutions but
also relationships to those
institutions.

Much of our society can be
traced back through the cent-
uries to the influence of Rome
and Judaism.Our system of law
has its origin in the Justin-
ian Code,and the dominant
mores of-society are,via
Cristianity,attributable to
the influence of Judaism.

These influences have been
modified and adapted by the
circumstances of subsequent
history,finally culminating

ering needs.Each is a short,
carefully written survey of a
sin le as ect of womens"work-B P
place health and safety,and
although produced by ASTMS,the
union for office and labora-
tory workers.there is much of
relevance Lo women at work in
many industries.

By framing a lot of the
material in a wa suitable forY
use in group discussions,the
authors have made sure that
the information (and therefore
the decisions)can be spread
among the rank and file,rather
than confined to a few experts
They strike just the right
balance between careful detail
and accessibility to the lay
person.

There are useful discuss-
ions of Health and Safety in
general,although there is an
absence of criticism of the
Health and Safety Executive,
which would be well-deserved,
and no questioning of whether
laws and regulations are any
good at protecting workers
from work-related hazards.But
the section on Stress at Work
contains good advice on tack-
ling sexual harrassment,a
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problem too easily swept under
the carpet,so that'even its
victims can feel they are mak-
ing a fuss about nothing.

Reproductive health gets
a lot of attention.The pamph-
let draws to our notice some
dangers not everyone thinks of
such as anaesthetic gases,or
environmental pollution.It
also makes the point that this
is QQE only a womens' matter
-—-it takes two to make a
healthy baby-and argues that
men too need protection from
hazards of this kind.Safety
should not be an excuse to
discriminate against women.

The piece on pregnant women
is thoughfully written,includ-
ing many small but vital
details that make a big diff-
erence to expectant mothers.
But the information on mater-
nity rights may soon be out
of date-—let's hope it's i
regularly updated along with
changes in the law.

Also on this subject,the
dangers of VDUs to reproduc-
tive health get a section to
themselves.Personally,I felt
this should have been more
forthright about the hazards

wield unlimited power occurs
time and time again through
history,from Rome's slave-
based society,to the Thatchers
and Murdochs of today's wage-
slave-based society,BECAUSE
THIS IS THE NATURE OF POWER.

It is because of the corr-
upting effect of power upon
human beings that history has
seen a constant struggle to
curtail the power of rulers.
The English Civil War was a
struggle to curtail the Divine
Right of Kings,yet many a
Leveller was later to die at
the hands of the Parliament-
arians he had fought for,bet—
rayed once the Cromwellians
had become the new Ruling
Class.In our own times we have
seen the dreams and aspira-
tions of revolutions crushed
under the jackboot of the
self-styled emancipators.

Power not only has an eff--
ect on those who wield it.It
also demands aquiescence from
those it is wielded over.ln
present society obedience is
held up as a virtue.Behind
this velvet glove,is the mail-
ed fist of compulsion for
those who will not be passive-
ly compliant.

Society is structured as a
power hierarchy.As the pyramid
ascends so there is a greater
and greater concentration of
decision-making power in fewer
and fewer hands.

This concentration of power
gives rise to varying degrees
of alienation as the scale is
descended,until at the bottom,
the majority of those who com-
pose society are reduced to
mere functionaries,order-
takers with little or no con-
trol over the factors which
determine their daily lives.
At the top,the hierarchy gives
rise to elitism and privilege.

It stunts and stultifies
the creative initiatives that
those subject to it can con-
tribute to society,unless they
serve the interest of,and are
approved by,those above them.
Hence progress in human devel-
opment is inhibited,becauser
the only direction permitted
to it is the one which serves
to perpetuate the status quovt

wellbeing is concerned.This
overvaluation of "expertism"
persists in society along with
an undervaluation of the pot-
ential intelligence,knowledge
and experience which the maj-
ority could bring to bear to
solve its own prob1ems.In any
lmeasure of human attributes or
abilities there is a bimodal
distribution,eg in intellig-
ence,there are few idiots or
geniuses at either end ofa
scale,the majority being
spread somewhere over the
middle ground.

The much-vaunted "Democ-
racy“ we are led to believe in
claims to serve the people.
True,it may be rule “of the
people",it may claim to be
paternalistically "for the
people",but it can never be
“by the people" while such a
hierarchical structure as the
State exists.

Surely,ONLY the people
themselves can determine what
is their interest and ensure
its realisation.To delegate
this function to any social
group other than themselves is
to reject their own social
responsibility,and court dis-
aster and betrayal by those to
whom it is entrusted.

Why should people entrust
things to be "done for them"
when they have in their own
hands the ability to do these
things for themselves?

So this is the dilemga:Eow
to or anise a society w ic
can fulfill human needs with-
out the centralised power
hierarchy and its inherent
problems and dangers?

Syndicalists have always
argued that the pyramid of
power must be inverted,and
that at all levels,administra-
tion must be accountable.How A
is this to be done?By a feder-
alist industrial structure of
society based upon a principle
of control from below.

In every unit of production,
transportation,communication,
distribution,etc,workers' con-
trol would be exercised by
DELEGATES SUBJECT TO RECALL
AND CENSURE BY THOSE WHO ELEC-
TED THEM.Each workplace would
practice self management.These

in our modern industrialised Oi enhance the interests Qf would liase and be federated
S°¢ietY and the State as We the privileged few. one to the other throughout
know it r°day'Mad Caligula the This is only furthered by society,not in a vertical,
Roman emP“r°r Claimed he was 3 the blind belief of the maj- hierarchical structure,but as
god.and Shfiwed his arrogant Ority in the principle of an equalitarian horizontal
¢°nremPr for the Senate PY leadership,and its masochistic structure.
making his horse 3 senator‘ desire to be led,or more often This would mean ea¢h work-
Thig megalomania by those who misled as far as their own place,in conjunction with

involved:a lot of abnormal-
ities associated with VDUs go
unreported.They should be reg-
_arded with deep suspicion bv
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all workers,pregnant or not,
and it should be remembered
that they pose a threat to
other aspects of mens' and
womens' health besides child-
bearing.

On the other hand the sec-
tion on cancer screening is
excellent,very clear and in-
formative.It also discusses
the causes and prevention of

E CONTINUED ON PAGE 8
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others in the same industry,
establishing local,area,reg-
ional and national committees
of delegates,to co-ordinate
administration of production
and distribution of all goods
and services throughout the
whole of society.

Control would at ALL TIMES
remain in the hands of the
larger social grouping,the
local controlling the area,
the area the regional,and so
on-—-a total reversal of the
present structure of society.
This would be a society based
upon ABSOLUTE,DIRECT workers‘
control from below,controlling
production,distribution and
services determined by THE
PEOPLE THEMSELVES to fulfill
their social needs AS THEY
THEMSELVES HAVE DETERMINED.

By such safeguards as these
built into the social fabric
once and for all,a truly human
society could develop without
the class divisions which have
plagued people hitherto;a soc-
iety where there would be no
more comfortable privileged
niches for opportunists to
entrench themselves in under
any guise;a society where all
participated in the daily
ecision-making;where men and

women could grow to their full
stature as equals.

In contrast to the politic-
al opportunists claiming to
represent the,interests of the
working class,when syndical-
ists speak of workers‘ control
we mean control by the rank-
and-file workers themselves,
not nationalisation,or the
formation of a new bureaucracy
under the domination of a
party claiming to act "on be-
half of" the workers.This
only serves to replace one
boss class with another.

As Syndicslists we do not
seek powertwe do seek to des-
troy the mechanisms of power
whereby one human being can
dominate another and live by
the exploitation of their
fellow.

This is not a Utopian dream
and we fully realise the for-
midable task ahead before this
can ever be achieved,but we
believe that this concept of
society is the culmination of
a process fundamental to the
nature of humankind,whose
irresistible striving for
freedom is an intrinsic part
of nature.
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FOWLER
FIGHTBACK

Now that the White Paper on
changes to the Social Security
system has been published,con-
taining no real surprises,we
can expect to see a lot of en-
ergy expended in sterile
campaigning and posturing at
party political level.With the
news that the measures will
mostly not be in effect until
April l988,the cry will have
gone up in hundreds of Labour
Party meetings throughout the
country-—-"Oh good,now we can
make it an election issue!"This
says it all.What is important
to political careerists is not
the actual plight of people
who are going to be affected by
these callous proposals,but the
political mileage they hope to
gain from them-

Claimants don't need this
sort of "help".Those who are
really concerned about the
effects of Fowler's proposals
will involve themselves in
grassroots activity at comm-
unity or workplace level.It
is vital to bring about a sit-
uation whereby claimants and
people in work alike realise
that these measures are part
of the ongoing widespread
attack on the lives of all
working-class people.Since
this realisation must mean
becoming aware of the true
nature of all political part-
ies-—-and therefore the role
played by Labour politicians
in the repressive machinery
of the state—— it is difficult
for even the most well-meaning
Labour Party member to recon-
cile campaigning on fundamen-
tal welfare issues with the
overall aims of their organ-
isation.This,of course,applies
equally to any other party.

To hear mealy—mouthed pol-
iticians of the lefsiand left-'
of-centre speak on the sub-
ject,anybody with no knowledge
of political life in Britain
could be forgiven for thinking
that this was the first time
the basic human right to a
decent standard of living com-
patible with human dignity had
ever come under attack.Sniping
at party politicians is boring,
largely a waste of time,and
best left to other actors in
the party political theatre,
but the point has to be made,
simply to illustrate one of
the major problems in trying
to promote action by people on
their own behalf.This is that
the nature of any political
activity "in the system" is
such that an initiative on the
part of people affected to
remedy an adverse situation
they ace is stifled,by chann-
elling it away from direct
action to ineffective and
sterile activities such as
lobbying their MP,or pratting
about at local party meetings.

DIVIDE AND RULE
Another problem,notsunconn-

ected,is that people very _
often do not recognise their
true enemies or allies.This is
the result of a system which
has the tried and trusted
principle of divide and rule
as its lifeblood-Among workina
people with little or no first
hand knowledge of the situa-
tion faced by those living on
benefit there is often the
attitude that claimants are
some kind of a threat.This,
coupled with the usual views
of "scroungers" and the "inad-
equacy" of people at this
level of poverty,promoted by
the state through its media,
results in a feeling that
claimants are a group apart.
For il1ustration,visit any
Football League ground in the

s CONTINUED ON PAGE 84  

DOCTOR ON TRIAL
A London obstetrician,Ms

Wendy Savage,is currently “on
trial“ at a special inquiry
held by her employers to in-
vestigate her use of “natural
childbirth“ methods.lf she
fails to justify herself,Ms
Savage may face the sack,after
spending several months sus-
pended from work,unpaid.

The case follows complaints
from her colleagues,all male
doctors who favour routine
technological intervention in
all births,however healthy.

These doctors also favour
lucrative private medicine,
unlike Ms Savage,who works
only for the NHS.

To try and remove Ms Savage
her opponents have accused her
of malpractice during five
births-—-out of the hundreds a
busy doctor treats each year-
when she allowed the mothers
every opportunuty to deliver
their babies naturally.

Yet three of these women
are perfectly happy with the
way they were treated.lt is
highly probable that medical
interference could have com-
plicated their cases further,
while no-one can prove that it
would have saved the two bab-
ies who,sadly,died.

And are the five mothers
happy with the fact that their
medical records are being used
publicly in the inquiry,reg-
ar less of their feelin s7
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THE ARGUIVIENTS
No—one should deny the ben-

efits of modern science prop-
erly applied to problem preg-
nancy and birth.Mothers and
new babies rarel die at birth drugged,monitored,dragged outy , . _ -
Techniques like forceps and with forceps,manhandled,slapp-
Caesarian deliveries can save
lives.But the factors which
have played the biggest part
in increasing the number of
healthy mothers and babies are
improved housing and food,and
the decline in smoking.

Is natural childbirth just

SOCIHL STRUGGLESH -
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ity if they go wrong.But more
often,they inhibit labour dan-
gerously,so that forceps are
needed,which in turn means
trauma for the baby and an ep-
isiotomyz for the mother.

Or,pethidine3,routinely ad-
ministered,reaches the baby via
the placenta and slows down
the urge to breathe and suck
after birth.

Or,induction of labour° can
lead to violent pain,strong
drug doses,forceps and other
problems.Vicious chain-reac-
tions,caused initially by rel-
atively minor medical inter-
ventions,can end up in life-
threatening situations.

THE ALTERNATIVE ?
Proponents of natural birth

on the other hand,do not oppose
all medical help-—-only routine
unnecessary interference.It is
surely the right of every wom-
an to know what is happening
to her and why;to decide what
position feels most comfort-
able for her during labour;to
avoid pain where possible and
choose how to control it where
not;to be awake and aware dur-
ing this uniquely exciting ex-
perience;to use her body as it
was perfectly designed to be
used by millions of years of
evolution,without the Thelp“
of episiotomy,a sadistic prac-
tice whose popularity lS mqré
akin to the barbarity of rit-
ual genital mutilation than a
concern for good health.
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Surely it is the right of
every child to be born into a
warm,quiet atmosphere of con-
cern and welcome,helped by a
gentle,skillful midwife-—¢un:

ed and dumped in a nursery
to cry hopelessly for hours.

These are not the views of
cranks and sentimentalists.ln
February this year the WHO
published a report called
"Having a Baby in Europe“
which concluded,“a healthy
bab is ossible without an- . Y P i_Z

3 load of Sentimental nongense’ medical intervention for mostopposed to a rational,safe
approach?Or can mothers really

women".
It recommended that*mid-

C1?imfthathwhaf'S m?St ?njOy_ wives rather than doctors
ab e or t em ls Ba er or should play a greater role inbabies too? _

There is ample evidence
that much medical interference
in the natural process of

the care of normal births
pointing out that where this
is already the case mortality
rates are lower.Birth,it sa s

birth,while it brings wealth, Should be EE5E—HaS natural ZS’
prestige and personal power to
doctors,can lead directly to
physical harm to patients.

For example,epidurals* can
cause violent headaches and,
more rarely,permanent disabil-

possible".Births at home are
an important safety factor,
and countries in continental
Europe where medical inter-
vention is less frequent have
fewer infant deaths.

I-I
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A VITAL STRUGGLE
So the Savage case has more

than one important aspect.It
is not merely a matter of self
indulgence for mothers,who
would produce a more-or—less
healthy baby whatever the cir-
cumstances.We are talking
about the right to safety as
well as comfort.

We are also talking about
a challenge to,powerful and
important systems of repress-
ion.Doctors,and through them,
the State,can exercise enorm-
ous power over patients.Few
are more vulnerable than lab-
ouring women and new babies.
Anyone observing the treat-
ment of infants in post-natal
wards sees a system that seems
to be designed to crush and
erase any impulse to freedom
and self-regulation.

Follow this up with the
gross distrotion of the mother/
child relationship which also
occurs (every farmer and zoo-
keeper knows the disastrous
results of intruding between
mothers and newborns at this
sensitive time),pmrticularly
when there has been a lot of
pain,surgery or drugs.Add on,
at a later date,the armoury
of state repression aimed at
children and you have the per-
fect recipe for a servile,
passive,drugged and scab-prone
population.

The present authoritarian
highitech birth process is the
first link in the chain the
bosses need,to bind us from
the first breath we take.

Sensitive childbirth canit
make revolutions-—-but it can
help to make revolutionaries. L

TTHEIRHPLJCMYTNNNSF
If Ms Savage loses her case

it won't affect her alone.All
over the country,doctors who
might be prepared to allow
free choice to mothers will
change their minds.They won't
dare to risk their jobs.Only
women who can afford private
care will find such treatment
easily accessible.

Besides this,the existing
trend towards more intervens1
tion will accelerate.Britain
has the highest rate of for-
ceps/caesarian births in
Europe-—-almost 20%.0perative
deliveries are more lucrative
for doctors and drug companies
alike.And if doctors fear a
Savage-style inquiry whenever
thipgs go wrong,they will in-
sist on such proceedures to
protect themselves from blame.

The lesson for women is
plain.DON'T trust to hosp-
itals and doctors.lNSlST on
your right to give birth at
home,with a skilled midwife,
unless a real medical reason
for hospitalisation exists
(and if it does,find out why).

More generally,this case
has shown us,once again,that
any system worth its salt
CAN'T be reformed from inside.
It will take a revolution to
shift th» weight of repression
from the labour wards.The
first step is making sure we
all understand why it should
be on the agenda.
*epidural:pain control carried
out by introducing a drug into
the spine,leaving the patient
completely numb from the waist
down.
2episiotomy:cutting the vagina
to enlarge the birth outlet;
the cut is repaired later with
stitches,which has long-last-
ing painful side effects.It is
occasionally needed in emerg-
encies but doctors like to do
episiotomies anyway.
3pethidine:a narcotic drug
injected to relieve pain in
labour. '
°induction:starting labour
artificially using synthetic
hormones,sometimes needed if
continuing pregnancy could be
dangerous,but sometimes per-
formed for convenience. AR
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Before it even began,nobody
could have been under the ill-
usion that the Philippines
election would be run in the
same way as our so-called
“free,fair and democratic“ el-
ections (where the voters
themselves rather than the
votes are manipulated,but at
least the counting is accurate).

The protagonists themselves
were well aware that the poll
was simply a response by the
dictator Marcos to pressure
from his masters the USA to
make his position appear more
legitimate.

However,even the Americans
seem a little taken aback by
the blatant fraud and open
violence resulting in Marcos‘
claim,as we go to press,that
he has a majority of 1% mill-
ion votes and will remain in
POWEI.

The media inform us that
the reason for America's
intense interest in the fate
of the Philippines (which
since the end of the Japanese
occupation in 1945 has been
more or less a colony of the
USA) is that the world's two
largest US naval bases are
situated there,“protecting“
the Pacific from the threat of
a Russian takeover.

But while it's unwise to
underestimate the importance
to the US of strategic fac-
tors,the underlying economic
situation explains both the
military and political invol-
V€?.I!'1€'flt..

THE SITUATION
Imagine a country where
factories are in a zone

surrounded by walls and barbed
wire,which no-one can enter
without queueing to show'their
pass to the guards(no,it s not
Wapping),and which has its ownE . .arm d police and spy network,

workers are “very adapt-
able,of good temperament and
cheerful“,who will work from

7am to 8pm if need be,or not
at all if demand slackens,with
no sick leave,safety regula
tions or redundancy pay;

ages are around £3.00
per day,for punishing work
quotas,and unions which call

1*-
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May Day ’85 the message is clear. The KMU march deepite government bans.

s are declared illegelstrike I - O
(under last Veer S Cayetan
Bill);

troops and armed police
routinely beat,imPt15On or
killunion militants-

A TROPICAL PARADISE
This is the Philippines.
Sounds like a bosses

paradise,doesn't it?
That's why bosses like

Ferranti and Astec(electron-

—r-wont]; NEWS
—successful outcome.

An important aspect of
their struggle is the very
strong solidarity between
workers in different factor-
ies,which can lead to wide-
spread “indignation strikes“.
For example,in June 1982 a
Japanese plastic sack company,
Interasia,increased its
production demands,resulting
in a strike.After violent in-
cidents on the picket line,
culminating in the arrest of
54 strikers,20,000 workers in
the Bataan Export Processing
Zone stopped work,forcing In-
terasia to negotiate under
pressure from the authorities.
For most of them this was
their first involvement in
industrial action.

What a good example this
offers to British workers,
beaten time and time again by
their own disunity.Another
lesson we could learn from the
struggle of the KMU is their
tactic of “Welgo Ng Bayan“-—-
the Peoples‘ Strike.

This is a direct challenge
to the government and consists
of a general strike by the
employed,extending to the
whole community.So transport,
shops and schools are boycott-
ed.It is hard for the govern-
ment to split a working class
united by their involvement in
supporting the strike.

Perhaps the basic reason
for these underlying strengths
in the KMU is its attention to
the education of its members.
These are active militants,noL
passive card-holders.In 198A
the KMU gave union education
to 650,000 workers,in spite of
its minimal resources.

This education does not
consist of plush weekend
schools on the finer points
of negotiating proceedure,or
well-appointed workshop sess-
ions learning to use the new
technology.It deals with the
basic reasons for poverty,
exploitation and imperialism,
and how activists can organise
in the face of armed repress-
ion.
LESSONS OF THE STRUGGLE

ics),Mattel(toys),1GMC(¢1Oth@S The means of organising
for chainstores like Little-
woods,C&A,Hepworths,etc),Ford
(motors),Lotus(shoes) and
many others worldwide have
found the Philippines such
a profitable place for labour-
intensive industry.

These powerful giants are
increasingly capable of with-
drawing completely from areas
like Western Europe or the
USA if organised labour red-

used by the KMU are not the
only thing British workers can
learn from.The whole exper-
ience of the Philippines lab-
our movement offers some
important lessons.

'Chief of these is the vital
importance of industrial
struggle.The Philippines elec-
tion has been one of the most
grotesque parodies of demo-
cracy to bear the name,but it
still serves to demonstrate
the uselessness of electoral
methods to achieve real
change.

Even if Mrs Aquino's opp-
osition grouping had been
allowed a majority,the USA,
through its military and busi-
ness operations would remain
the true ruler of the country.
Indeed this may still happen,
if the Americans can persuade
Marcos to go quietly.

The other alternative,off-
ered by the Communist guerr-
illas of the New Peoples’ Army
is even less hopeful.The pros-
pect of a Vietnam-style inter-
vention by the US is fearsome,
while an eventual Communist
victory,imposed by military
force,would be equally horr-
ific.-

But workers organising
themselves,in the workplace and
community,in control of their
own aspirations and means of
struggle,hold real hope for a
future not merely free of dic-
tatorship,but capable of becom-
ing free of poverty,exploita-
tion and domination.

Less dramatically,the Phil-
ippines provides a graphic
demonstration of the workings
of multinational capital.In-
vestment-—-which means jobs-—-
can be spirited away to the
most profitable parts of the
world faster than ever before,
while workers who have,over
the years,achieved some rights
or reasonable living standards,
are thrown out of work and lec-
tured on the need to be “com-
petitive“.

WE NEED TO BUILD LINKS WITH
WORKERS OVERSEAS,§QT COMPETE
WITH THEM.WE HAVE THE SAME
BOSSES -- THE SAME ENEMIES.
LET'S FIGHT THEM TOGETHER.

AR

Last month we reported on The CNT ask for your supp-
the growth of the CNT(National oft in theit Strufigle e8e%€e€k_
Confederation of Labour) among the eeP}te1lete W_O are a a ,
French postal workers.Unfortun- ing beele heme? r1%htS'h
ately,syndicalist success Get YOUR union ranc to

U665 the huge Ptetits they brings with it repression from Send letters of Protest to
expect.They then set up in the bOSSeS,tO whom the CNT is MINISTERE DES PTT,
places like the Philippines‘ 8 nightmare:a reVO1utiOnary 20 A de SEGUR
$Pe¢ia1 expert Zene5=Or*eVen union controlled by its members 75700 PARIS f th
m0Ie eheeP1Y:eub'eenera¢t committed to industrial direct and messages of Support or e
work to a puppet local firm actionisolidarity and the Crea_ postal workers to
which is even more easily tion of a wOrking_C1aSS Society FEDERATION CNT-PTT
abandoned if demand drops,or, where all are equa1_ 33 RUE VIGNOLES
as is more and more often the For Several years the;CNT~5 75020 PARIS.
case,the “docile,cheerful“
workforce begins to give
trouble.

For unrest in the Philipp-
ines is not merely a response
to the present electoral char-
ade.In fact the very opposite
is the case.

won|<E|=\s RESIST
Many of the workers in

Philippine industry are young
women,fresh from isolated
village communities.0ften part
of their wage has to he sent
back to support their families
while~they live in cramped,
unhealthy dormitories provided
b the employerSy I

Although these factors make.
them very vulnerable to man-
agement pressures(leaving

e the routine brutality ofasid
the military and the zone P91‘
ice)thousands of these workers
are joining the KMU(lst May
Movement,a militant,lndePend‘
ent union federation).They en-
gage in courageous and eetet'
mined strike actions,whl¢h

strength in the Telecommunic-
ations sector(PTT)has been
increasing,fighting the inertia
and collaboration with the
bosses of the traditional
unions.

In 1982 the PTT union feder-
ation of the CNT won the right
to organise union committees,
circulate union literature in
the workplace,hold union meet-
ings outside working hours and
to give union recognition to
all members in dispute with the
employers.These union rights
were agreed by the French Gov-
ernment.

However the PTT management
at Paris (region 5)Meslay du
Maine and Lyon Montrachet GT
have refused to recognise the
CNT.

Management at Paris no 5 and
Meslay du Maine have victimised

cash desk.

_ l

CNT union militants involved lfeest fiamneemmane v~~ _i memes »-aaii.
in P“? Struggle f°‘~".‘~““°§ re“; cnr POSTAL woarsas DEM-ognition,even accusing t em o
stealing money from the post ONSTRATE IN LYONS.



Workers, bosses, unions
Discontent simmered amongst

French workers in the years
before l968,a compound of low
wages,unemployment,dictatorial
bosses and a union movement
not capable of improving the
lot of its members.

French workers’ wages were
the second lowest in Europe,
next to the Italians',and half
a million mostly young workers
were unemployed.

Almost mediaeval working
conditions prevailed.Michelin
boasted they had talked to
strikers only three times in
J0 years.In Jung l967,Peugeot
called in riot police to evict
occupying strikers and two
workers were killed.Citroen
had the reputation of running
a prison rather than a factory.
Union rights were negligible.
Workers of different nation-
alities --Algerians,Spaniards,
Jugoslavs -were placed side
by side to prevent them from
talking.

Immigrant workers were es-
pecially exploited.A third of
Paris Citroen's workforce were
immigrants,living in dirty
hostels and forced to join the
company unions.Witnesses att-
est to the joy of Citroen
workers occupying their work-
place in May '68.

The French bosses were so
confident in their rod of iron
that they didn't even bother
to buy off their technicians
and supervisors.These strongly
backed the May/June strike.

Nor did the unions defend
workers from this aggressive
boss class.

The CGT (General Confederat-
ion of Labour)was controlled
directly by the Communist
Party,more intent on gaining
political power by occupying a
minor ministry or two.

Then there was the CFDT
(Democratic Confederation of
French Workers),until‘l964
the Christian Confedération of
French Workers,which was prom-
inent among the white-collar
workers who played an import-
ant role in the May events.

Finally,there was the CGT-
FO (Force Ouvriere),conserva-
tive,anti-communist and funded
by the USA.Its members at the
Sud Aviation plant at Nantes
were_to start the General
Strike,and were,paradoxically,
imbued with anarcho-syndical-
ism.Simi1arly,FO unionsyin
Loire-Atlantique(a departement
with a long anarcho-syndical-
ist tradition)pushed the Gen-
eral Strike to the point where
workers took control of func-

tions hitherto the job of the
State.
Student unrest-trigger

to action
Surprisingly it was student

unrest that led to the
leashing of the strike wave.
French universities,like Brit-
ish ones,were for the middle
cbassesiin 1968 only 2% of
French students were of work-
ing-class origin.

The students felt hard done
by.Their courses were not ab-
sorbing enough;the campuses
were rather drab.In early 1968
the professors at the Sorbonne
could literally see the writ-
ing on the wall.It said,among
other things,"Alcohol kills.
Kiss a girl,take LSD";“Long
live the revolt of the Saigon
workersI";"All reactionaries'
are paper tigers".Students had
already taken part in anti-
Vietnam War demonstrations and
now participated in a movement
led by Maoists,Trotskyists and
other Marxists for a greater
say in the running of the Uni-
versities.

From May Day 68 things
moved fast.That day saw 50,000
people march through Paris -

5

why Q; I t°ti_ng_M.3_i_h,'\,y bg¢g'~'g.gQ_ I an agfiiflSt added value
tax.l bought a silencer for my moped and I had to pay 20%
more for it than last year".Young rioter,Nantes.

“I am a worker.I am demonstrating for higher wages.And then
also about pretty well everyEhing.I'hate the bosses‘ guts.
I've got my revenge to take. Striker at Nantes Sud Aviation.

“Liberate the imagination.Take your dreams for reality.“
Student graffiti,Paris.

What was the May 1968 General Strike in Fiance,a movement _
pursued by workers in opposition to their unions?Some say it
was in sympathy with middle-class students,others a fight
for reforms,still others a demand for social revolution.

What was this thunderbolt that came out or adb1ue;zKY,. D G_ 11 t f1 out to his tank cgmman ers iby an
election? _ t-H

DIRECT ACTION analyses th1S Prelude to a Ie“°1“*1'“
.which never took place. _

theatre was occupied and turn-
ed into a debating centre.All
over France the frustrations
of the workers boiled over
into factory occupations

In Nantes,due to anarcho—
syndicalist influence,FO
transport workers blocked
roads into the city.There and
in Caen,the Prefect was dep-
rived of all effective power.A
central strike committee of
all the unions distributed
petrol coupons,organised food
supplies and regulated prices.

Everywhere people adopted
the syndicalist tactic of the
stay—in strike.They kept their
machinery in perfect cond-
ition and in some cases
started production without the
bosses.It is a testament to
the abilities of working
people that though totally un-
prepared for revolution,cert-
ain regions and industries in
France went so far in so short
a time down the road to revol-
ution.
Some sought better wages and
conditions;others,ha1f-incred-
ulously,saw the chance of rev-
olution.

The CGT response
"Dangerous student-inspired

adventurism" was the Communist
party/CGT judgement of these
events.Thus they insulted

their own membership with the
idea that they had foolishly,
been led into a general strike
by students.

the biggest demonstration
since May 1960 at the height
cf the Algerian war.

On May 3rd De Gaulle's
authoritarian government tried
to snuff out the protests with
repression.The Rector of the
Sorbonne invited the riot pol-
ice(CRS) to arrest students
listening to the Marxist Cohn-
Bendit.527 were arrested,but
in response the students went
on strike and fighting ensued.
Four students were given heavy
prison sentences for this,
which resulted in two days of
rioting.600 students and 345
police were hospitalised.

The government closed the
universities after this.On the
10th 3,000 demonstrating stu-
dents were attacked by police
with incendiaries,and tear,
poison and paralysing gases.
Many passers-by were beaten
by CRS in bitter fighting
which went on all night.This
time 116 students went to hos-
pital,and so did 251 police.

The appalling violence
shown by the police incensed
French workers.At first the
unions had condemned the pro-
testing students,but they soon
changed their tune.Workers had
reason enough to hate the pol-
ice who had often intervened
in labour disputes.The stud-
ents had made a brave stand
against forces which for more
serious reasons the workers
also opposed.
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Action In fact a majority of
striking French workers were
deeply suspicious of the Bo-
hemian students.Attempts by
various Marxist student org:
anisations to enter the worker
occupied factories around
Paris were met with polite but
firm refusals.The workers did
not want to be led by the stu-
dents.

On the lhth May the workers
at Sud Aviation Nantes,many of
them anarcho—syndicalists,im-
prisoned their works manager
in his office and occupied the
factory. _

The following dey,the Ren-
ault workers at Cleon struck.
In Paris the famous Odeon

IN THE TRHDITION I
The CGT was horrified by

the fact that it could no
longer control its members.40
years of pretending that the
Communist/CGT marriage would
lead to revolution were expos-
ed as the CGT tried to defuse
the developing crisis.Georges
Seguy,the CGT boss was quoted
on May 20th "No deviation and
no insurrection." '

The end of it all
On May 25th (the same _dBY

that Prime Minister POmP1d°u
Stated "The demonstrations
will be dispersed with the
maximum energy")th§ ffiggtened
government,industrial an e
union leaders met at t o TU
Grenelle in order to stitch up
an agreement,consisting of
small reforms,to get the mut
inous workers back to normal
production. h

Throughout the countrY_t e
union base gave a resounding
NO to the sellout deal:it was
not enough.

On May 29th De Gaulle fie?-
out to the French armg In E9
many to get their ple %e 0 iv_
loyalty in the event 0 8 Cd
il war.On the 30th.he agree
to elections for June 30th»
while also threatening unspec-
ified stronger measures-

Resistance in industry bi"
gan to crumbleifaced wltb t e
twin problems of C0DfU3l°n
about the election call,gndCRs
brutal repression from t e -

For example,at the Peugeot
works at Sochaux.th°u3and5 of
riot police stormed the fact-
ory,shooting l2 workers and
killing two. _ h 6

As the election approacce .
De Gaulle,abetted by the C 1
banned scores of left-wing
organisations.

The fi continues
The elections led to a Gau-

llist victory,but with the
departure of De Gaulle himself.
How can we account for such a
climbdown after the events of
May/June?

Marxists argue that the
workers lacked leadership from
a vanguard revolutionary party.
But there were dozens of Marx-
ist groupuscules to choose
from-—-all middle-class and
highly unattractive to most
French workers.

Syndicalists believe that
the explanation lies in the
nature of France's union move-
ment.

A successful revolution
needs years of preparation and
education amongst workers.The
syndicalists of the early
French union movement realised
this,and emphasised education-
al activity at their workers‘
centres.They knew that union
members needed to learn the
strategies of the ruling class
and how to combat them.

But in 1968 French workers
were organised in either a re-
formist Communist union,a semi
"Confessional" union,or a con-
servative one.They could not
see through De Gaulle's desper-
ate electoral gamble.

And nor were they ready to
follow the example of those at
Nantes and StNazaire,who star-
ted the creation of a situation
of dual power,with the unions
taking over the running of
society.This is not surprising
given that their unionswere
hostile to such aspirations.

What is impressive about
France 68 is the remarkable
ability the workers showed to
seize an opportunity to better_
their conditions.

And it gives the lie to the
idea that revolution is some-
thing for the third world and
not for industrial Europe.
Wherever workers are exploit-
ed,the seeds of revolt need
only the right conditions to
germinate once again.

GC.



LETTERS

Dear Comrades,
Congratulations on the re-

launched DA.I think you've
struck a good balance between
national,internatonal and
historical material.I feel the
paper's filling a definite gap
as most @ publications tend to
be more general and don't have
much current news.Finally,it's
clearly written and a fair
price.So I'm happy to resub-
scribe,and make a small don-
ation as well. A

Yours in solidaritw.
Adrian Janes.

*WHAT CAN WE SAY?GLAD YOU LIKE
IT,AND HOPE A FEW OTHERS DO TOO!

MARXISMFACT
Dear Comrades,

Your Editorial Collective's
reply to Chris Wells is quite
simply wrong.

It is a act that not all
MARXISTS are LENINISTS:the
SPGB for example and a number
of remnants of the First Int-
ernational.I actually met a
guy in Glasgow —-a.Marxist——
who consciously took the Men-
shevik position;he certainly
wasn't a Leninist.

It is also crude misrepres-
entation to say Marxist-Eenin-
ists etc beleive in the
setting—up of a state “on
behalf of the working class“.
Whether you agree with the
concept of a state or not,most
Marxist—Leninists believe in
DIRECT control by the working
class on the basis of demo-
cratic workers' committees and
councils (soviets) So that the
first and final say so must
come from the working class as
a whole. '

You would be perfectly i
correct to suggest that this
concept has not worked out in
practice,but that is a diff-
erent thing from saying it
isn't the concept at all.

Revolutionary greetings
Dave Douglass.

OUR REPLY:
All Marxists are Marxists,
so it seems to those of us
outside their various groups.
That is they follow the teach-
ings of KH Marx,l8l8-l883,a
German intellectual who pro-
duced an enormous body of
theory,much of it couched in
highly technical terms.Anyone
interested in a lengthy and
detailed criticism should read
"A Critique of Marxism" by Sam
Dolgoff.

Meanwhile,may we point out
a few of Marx's theories and
actions,which should make any
self-respecting revolutionary
think twice before calling
themself a "marxist"?

There is the FACT that Marx
preferred to destroy the lst
International (through rigged
congresses at London,the Hague
and New York) rather than tol-
erate the participation of the
Anarchists.

There is his assertion that
the Communists are “the most
advanced and resolute section
of the working class" who
"have over the great mass of

L

DOUBTS ABOUT SYNDCALISM?
Dear Comrades,

The article "What Syndica-
lists Think About Class"
contained political views that
didn't sound right to me.It
mentioned "any future syndic-
alist society..."Syndicalism
is Q95 a social order without
government and private property
——-the word used should have
been Anarchy or Socialism.In
the same paragraph it says
"there will be only productive
workers...full employment..."
What a load of crap.Not all
work will be productive:what
about looking after the old,
young or sick?There will be no
employers,only workers‘ control

Furt er on it says that a
working-class person is one
that sells their labour to a
boss.1 disagree;it means one
who doesn't have a say in the
running of their life or envi-
ronment.Not everyone gets a
wage!

Einally,1 found the last
sentence laughably mistaken.
What about revolutionary anar-
chists who don't call them-
selves syndicalist,or individ-
ual anarchists?

Love and solidarity,
GS L'pool.

THIS LETTER HAS BEEN
SHORTENED FOR REASONS
OF SPACE.

AND FCIION
the proletariat the advantage
of understanding",with its
germs of an authoritarian
party system.

There is his racisn|—-yes,
Marx defended slavery (the p
basis of "progressive" America)
and imperialism(the means
whereby the Germans "civilised"
the "Stubborn Czechs and Slo-
vaks").

There is the pseudo-scien-
tific nonsense of "dialectical
materialism“,“economic deter-
minism“ and "laws of history“
which have achieved nothing
exce t to 'ustify endless co-P J
llaboration with the boss class.

There is the misconception
that the State is merely "a
committee for managing affairs“

i_a/T-A\<
V

which,by concentrating on A
purely economic concerns,
ignores the self-perpet-
uating nature of authoritar-
ianism.

So,even leaving aside the
possibility that Marx's foll-
owers have distorted or
misapplied his teachings,Syn-
dicalists have plenty of good
reasons in what he himself
wrote to oppose Marxism.

So much for theory.While
Cde.Douglass draws a distinc-
tion between theory and prac-
tice,Anarcho-Syndicalspts see
theory as redundant unless it
is inseparable from practice.
No Marxist-Leninists have ever
put into practice the idea of
DIRECT control of society by‘
the working class.

We are 100% certain that
most of their rank-and-file
followers believe they should.
Their mistake,in believing it
possible,must be pointed out
at every opportunity.

GC REPLIES:We believe a synd-
icalist society would be an
anarchist society.Syndicalism
is imbued with anarchist ideas
—— it is our method of struggle
in the present,and through its
local unions and industrial
federations a way of organis-
ing the future stateless soc-
iety.

By employed we meant occup-
ied in useful work.As a person
involved in looking after a
small child I believe that
caring for people is very pro-
ductive work indeed.

GS misrepresents our defin-
ition of class.if he rereads
the article he will see that
it does take into account the
unwaged and the question of
powerlessness.

Finally,syndicalists are
the most class—conscious wor-
kers.Anarchism on its own is
not enough- -look at the anti-
working-class position of
Freedom,or the anarcho—capit-
alism of the Libertarian All-
iance.Only syndicalism unites
libertarian principles,direct
action and class consciousness
-—-the only route to social
revolution.

MISSED POINTS
Dear Comrades,

The article entitled "Drive
Out The Scum" misses the point
that people who sell heroin on
the streets tend to be small-
scale dealers who are only out
to make money in order to‘
support their own habits.The
people who are making the real
money sell heroin in large
quantities and have the fin-
ance,expertise and contacts_
necessary to evade prosecution
unlike the less fortunate
street dealers. A

With reference to the re-
view of Doris Lessing's book,
it is rather shallow to con-
demn "terrorism" absolutely.
One man s terrorist lS another
man's freedom fighter.Through
out history oppressed peoples
have resorted to violence when
all other avenues of protest
have been denied them.

It is stated in the same
book review that all middle-
class involvement in left-
wing struggles is "utterly
parasitic and self-indulgent".
This is a sweeping generalis-
ation and borders on class
bigotry.There are middle-class
people who are capable of gen-
uine involvement in workers‘

H IlSSU€S¢
Finally,the article headed

A Nation of Animal Lovers",
concerning the fate of pit
ponies at the now closed Sac-
ristan Colliery,contained
unnecessary-irony-—"Readers
will be glad to know that the
ponies will be looked after".
It is hardly the ponies'fault
that pits are shut and jobs
lost.Furthermore these animals
unconsentingly work down black
holes and have no trade union
to defend them-0" aYera8e»3-00° lmnl(MANCHESTER);CAMBRIDGE DAM
animals die every minute of
every working day for the
“food” trade and an animal

CONTINUED ON BACK PAGE
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* about the DAM/IWA. Please
* send me information.
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* 223 Greenwood Rd, Benchil
* MANCHESTER M22 7HB. I
******************************
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* Subscription rates :- *
* UK & IRELAND *
* 6 Issues..£2.50..l2..£h.0O *
* OVERSEAS *
* 6 Issues..£3.50..l2..£6.00 *
* SUPPORTERS *
* 6 Issues..£5.00..l2..£9.00 *
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* Please circle issues
* required and send to:-
* Dept. DA. PO BOX 102, HULL
* Cheques and Postal Orders
* should be made payable to
* DIRECT ACTION.
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DONATIONS
MANY THANKS TO THE FOLLOWING
WHO GAVE DONATIONS TO DA
DURING FEBRUARY:

#iP¥'#=%#-%!$#'#I+

MANCHESTER DAM;COVENTRY DAM;
BURNLEY DAM;ACJ(SURREY).
BUT WE STILL URGENTLY NEED
NMORE CASH To KEEP THE_NEW
IMPROVED DA COMING OUT
REGULARLY.PLEASE-—-IF YOU

------—--—--—-———-—--- BUY DA,TAKE OUT A "SUB.IF
YOU'VE GOT A SUB,HOW ABOUT
TAKING A FEW TO SELL?IF YOU
SELL DA ALREADY,SEND A nou-
ATION.A BETTER PAPER WILL

as m°h 1 Ch-Y anar¢h0_ BOOST YOUR SALES!appeal to e p 1 ean
syndicalists form their own
union.Send your donations to:
DAM International Secretary,
16 The Meadows,Hambleton,
Selby,N Yorks.

THE COPY DATE FOR DA NO 3O is
20th MARCH.
IF POSSIBLE TYPE YOUR COPY.
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BREAKING THE
FRENCH CONNECTION

The strike of Contracts Ltd
workers (French Connection) at
South Shields is still going
strong.Workers there have been
on strike since September 1985
for union recognition and an
end to 19th-Century working
conditions.

The dispute gap be won
through the blacking of french
Connection clothes,with the
solidarity of other workers,
but if this is the case it
will be in spite of the strik-
ers‘ union,the NUTGW,who have
failed to give much support to
their members.

A One way of helping them to
win is the campaign for a con-
sumer boycott of French Conn-
ection's overpriced merchand-
ise.

DAM groups and other trade
unionists have been picketing
shops stocking the French
Connection label.At Leeds and
Manchester they have succeeded
in turnin some customers awayS

French Connection also have
shops in France and the USA.To
hit the bosses there as well,
the syndicalist unions in
those countries have been ask-
ed for their support.

In response the French CNT
has produced posters urging a
boycott of French Connection
goods,and their members have
picketed outlets in Paris and
Ivry.

Direct Action urges all
readers to take action Rn
support of this strike.If it
is lost bosses in the rag
trade will launch a general
offensive against union rights
and working conditions in the
industry.

Letters of support and don-
ations to:
NUTGW,l8 Norfolk St,Sunderland,
Tyne and Wear. C
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DAM MEMBERS PICKET FRENCH
CONNECTION IN MANCHESTER.

CHANNEL TUNNEL
=UNEMPLOYMENT

Who saw the rich and
powerful of Britain and
France gathering in
Canterbury Cathedral to get
Gods blessing for the venture?
Personally I think he's about
the only person with the engin-
eering know-how to co the job.

Thatcher claims her“engine-
ering Falklands Factor" would
create over 40,000 new jobs
however the Governments own
White Paper expects only
10,000 new short-term jobs
set against a loss of 5,600
ferry jobs and I,60O jobs in
Dover.

What little vocal oppos-
ition there has been against
the Tunnel scheme has come
from Little Englanders con-
cerned "that Albion will be
over-run by greasy Europeans“
Some point rightly to the
spoilation of Kent,which_will
become,in effect,a massive car
park. 0

However,there are other
reasons for opposing That-
cher's/Mitterand's would-be
election trump.

IThe Tunnel will make it
harder for British strikers to
win,as strike-breaking supp-
lies and labour can be got
more cheaply from abroad;

Ilndustry will continue to
move from the north of Britain
to the south,creating an ind-
ustrial desert in the north,
with all the attendant misery
of unemployment;

INot just tens but hundreds
of workers may die building
this expensive and pointless
link;

IWe will see the militar-
isation of the south coast to
“prevent the terrorist threat
to the Tunnel“;

Although the government
gives the impression that the
scheme will be privately fin-
anced,the massive cost of
roads and railways serving the
Tunnel will be borne ENTIRELY
BY THE PUBLIC.

It is vital that unions
halt this stunt,which nobody
except the corrupt government
profiteers want .And this
means industrial action.

Given the spineless atti-
tude of the labour movement at
present,this seems unlikely to
happen,but neverthless there
is no other way to defeat this
expensive white elephant.It is
up to the rank and file.

GC

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 7

dies in a British laboratory
every six seconds.The press
would have us believe we live
in a nation of animal lovers
but the facts speak different-
ly.

Yours fraternally,
A Jones.

THIS LETTER HAS BEEN
SHORTENED FOR REASONS

DOF SPACE.

WE TAKE YOUR point about
the drug dealers,but feel the
rest of your letter deserves a
reply: ‘

Opinions on violence and
terrorism are noythe preroga-
tive only of men!Perhaps the
original article did not make
a very explicit distinction
between violence and terrorism
but the author is certainly no
pacifist.Reviewing this novel
was an opportunity to make the
point that isolated acts of
terrorism are elitist,and
irrelevant to the mass of ord-
inary working-class people.
Libertarians believe that we
must make our own revolution,
through our own ‘nvolvement,

 (CONTINUED FROM PAGE 3
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cervical cancer.It would have
been good to have a similar
chapter on breast cancer,a
more common disorder which
also responds to early det-
ection and treatment.

Finally there are sections
on Well Woman Centres and
Workplace Women and Health
Groups.In a way it seems over-
optimistic to contemplate
setting up these kind of init-
iatives when even basic NHS
care is being cut so drastic-
ally,but where there are
interested groups of women it
should definitely be encourag-
ed.Not only can it ensure that
vital provision is still made
for womens' health services,
but it also represents a '
beginning for health care con-
trolled by individuals rather
than imposed by "experts" and
bureaucrats.Something like
this could develop and
grow into the community at
large.

The pamphlet ends with a
very good directory of books,
leaflets,videos,etc,on al¥*the
topics mentioned and more.This
is an excellent list of basic
information sources (except
that it shows up the need for
a detailed,readab1e publica-
tion about the health effects
of VDUs)and the pamphlet is
almost worth £1.00 for this
alone.There is also an im-
pressive list of materials
published by ASTMS.

Although its production is
basic-—-photocopied sheets
bound in a plastic strip,with
some blurring of graphics-—-
this document is very good
value for money indeed,and
recommended for anyone con-
cerned with workplace health
and safety.

AR

not have it imposed by some)
small group,however well-
meaning.A good example of the
kind of results terrorism can
achieve is the state of Israel
whose inception was largely,
(Egg wholly) due to acts of
terror.Not quite what we seek!

Middle-class well-wishers
are not welcome to syndicalists
because their experience does
not give them a true under-
standing of workers‘ problems.
Instead,they automatically try
to seize control over workers‘
activities and organisations
on the grounds that they know
best,but their opposing class
interests ultimately show up
in their practice.We don't
need self-appointed experts to
tyrannise over us.

Finally,the pit ponies.No-
one in the DAM would advocate
any sort of cruelty to these
creatures.0ur point was that,
they had attracted more conc-
ern and publicity than miners
at the same pit — human be-
ings,often with dependent
families,who weren't being
offered the option of a pam-
pered retirement,but simply
being slung on the scrap-heap
of the dole.

as

R

LEGALISTIC MALADY
On February 21st NGA type-

setters and_printers in London
and Northampton voted in a
secret ballot to refuse to
stop producing News Inter-
national's colour supplements.
After the defeat Tony Dubbins,
NGA General Secretary,boasted
that his members had remained
within the law. .

HOW SHAMEFUL for any union
to obey the bosses‘ laws,des-
igned to paralyse any strike
action! A A

Who remembers the TUC's
fighting talk when first
faced with Tebbit's anti-union
legislation:"No co-operation
and a 50p levy to fight the
measure" was their line then.

Not now.The unions feebly
follow every court ruling,and
forgotten is the brave talk of
union leaders going to jail
for their beliefs.

The secret ballots at the
centre of all this are a boon
to the bosses.Instead of the
open democracy and enthusiasm
of the mass meeting,decisions
are made in isolation in the
worker's living room,infront
of the TV as it spews out its
anti-union lies.

Union militants must oppose
these laws.Get rid of the mal-
ady of respect for the bosses‘
law!

GC

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 4
south of England,and listen to
the derisive chanting (much of
it by young,poorly-paid people)
of "on the dole",directed at
visiting fans from the north.

Claimants too are divided,
not only against people in
work,whom they often regard as
being comfortable and having
nothing to grumble about.(the
“how dare they strike,they're
lucky to have jobs at all"
attitude),but also against
other claimants,often on the
grounds of artificial differ-
ences,such as ethnic group,or
imagined differences in ben-
efit level.It can also be
difficult for people to be
convinced that the reason they
are not getting enough money
is the nature of the system,
rather than the personal vin-
dictiveness of clerical
workers at the Social.

Difficult though it is,it
is important to encourage
people to realise where the
true divisions lie-——along
class lines.An attitude not
always expressed adequately,
for example in claimants‘
groups,and perhaps more espec-
ially within trade union
organisations,is that claim-
ants and working people
should stick together against
the real enemies.this involves
working towards establishing
and maintaining good relations
between claimants and DHSS and
Unemployment Benefit office
workers,as well as with labour
movement activists and all
working people. '

Without digging up the
standard "unity is strength“
cliches,it cannot be stressed
too much that it is vital for
people to work to form strong-
er links between everybody on
our side of the fence,and not
to fall into the trap of
accepting the artificial div-
isions promoted by the state,
whether through the media or
the established trade union
movement.

GK
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Oh the afterndon of'WedneS-

the multinational construction
firm,was granted a High Court
injunction*against a grou of
six building workers,who gave
been in dispute with Laings‘
.EiEFeiQcEpbeE_l2§§;@_;-" The injunction allows two I
of the workers to picket the I

in Glenbuck Rd,Surbiton but
ROE CD8 TESt.Afld DORE OE them

I. I _ I

may picket or visit any other
Laings site.1._- Q p.

They cannot speak publicly

_I II"'I' I
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original site of the dispute L
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<vvFavwvv1ve»wNIwvwn.II SINGE ocToBER LAST YEAR,SEVEN BUILDING WORKERS HAVE CARRIED OUT A *I I I ‘
DETERMINED STRUGGLE AGAINST THE APPALLING WORKING coNDITIoNS AND~,-;~. —

_ IFPooR WAGES IN THEIR INDUSTRY,AND FOUGHT T0 DEFEND TEL RIGHT OF ALL .
NDRRERS To oRGANISE,PITTING TEENSELRES AGAINST TEE GIANT MULTINAT-
IONAL FIRM,LAINGS.

TEEIR USE OF FLYING PIGRETS AS A TACTIC HAS RAD coNSIDERABLE
-SUCCESS BUT NOW THE BoSSES HAVE BROUGHT IN TEE GoURTS.UNDER TEE
ToRIES'IANTI-UNIDN LAWS THEY HAVE BEEN DENIED BASIC RIGHTS IN A WAY
THAT WOULD HAVE HAD THE TORIES SQUEALING IF IT HAD BEEN IMPOSED oN -
RUSSIAN WORKERS.

or distribute any literature A .1. -, 1 1;; R HELP_u A ,  - , - THEIR STRLGGLE GoES ON,BUT THEY NEED gg_ I J
lgiciiggemgigg §1IIIeAI$II3e'§I§§n§I3 BELOW THIS DIRECT AcTIoN SPECIAL LATE EXTRA DETAILS THE BAc.<GRoUND
iiiisiirriiigfie1§'§§1IZ'§§.i-A. , OF THE DISPUTE,AND SAYS HOW YOU GAN HELP.

If any of these conditions I I . 0.- , 0 -S»SS ~ .i ~i- '
is broken,Laings can apply for
the workers to be ruled in _ A _ ~

' ' I‘

contempt of court.if this 4 p " ‘ ~
happens they will be arrested
and imprisoned until they
purge their contempt. "p

The injunction was served
on Zlst February as they stood
on the picket line.i I ' ,

iI i-—_ . .-. I. ____ I1-.-J.-.-ZI—IIIII—IIlIl"""'NI I

THE BACKGROUND .
Se§énImemDers of-UCATT (CD8

Union of Construction Allied
Trades and Technicians).5iK
bricklayers and one labourer»
started work for JQQOTOY -*
Brickwork at the Laings HOEES
site in Surbiton in early Oct-
ober l985.Jonoroy are a sub-
contracting firm,with a DISC“.
ory of intimidating and _.
physically attacking e@P}°Yees
who demand better wages and
conditions. I

When Laings realised Phe
seven were union activists.it
instructed Jonoroy to dismiss
them,whiCh it did on October
18th. A _

This is not unusual in the
building iDdU3PtY>whlch has 3
disgusting record of industrial
accidents (150 deaths and
countless injuries each year)
and l9th century working con-
ditions.Workers who are pre-
pared to fight this are feared
and ruthlessly disposed of.

The seven demanded their
reinstatement,an end to black-
listing of activists,no more
lump labour,and direct employ-
ment by the main contractor
(in this case,Laings).

Supported by the Regional
Council of UCATT the workers
formed the Laings Lock-out
Committee and started a cam-
paign of picketting other
Laings sites and approaching
other workers for financial
support and help "on the line"
These tactics were largely
successful —-one site ground
to a halt-—-thanks to the aid
of TGWU drivers who refused to
cross picket lines,notably
Marcon's concrete drivers who
stopped deliveries to five
different sites. I
' In response,there was a
vicious campaign of intimid-
ation against the pickets.Huge
lumps of concrete fell myster-
iously from great heights,
landing close to them,while
on-site workers were discour-
agéd from contact with them by
the ever-present threat of the‘

- ITFHEIJAHCNVSF

During this dispute several
regional organisers of UCATT
gave halfehearted support,but
there was total opposition to
the Lock-out Committee from
T&G Regional and UCATT National
officia1s.TGWU Regional secre-
tary Peter Kavanagh,and UCATT
General Secretary Albert Will-
iams were both observed being
wined and dined by Jonoroy:
could this have something to
do with their opposition,and
that of other officials who
went to great lengths to
alienate any chance of vital
solidarity action by other
workers? _ A

In general,the relation-
ship between unions and bosses
in the copstruction industry HI
i§IEfiHEElthily close.All Fed-
eration of Building Trade
Employers members,and most of
the larger sub-contractors
operate deals with the two
major unions based on the
"check-off".syst&m.WheIBbY
union dues are stopped out of
employees'»wages-

Thi3,ooupled with the con-

IIIIIIIIIIIIII1-11‘.|

____in--|.|.inirili""'

stant use of the blacklist A ’
of union activists effective- 0
ly breaks down workers org-
anisation in the industry.

A gelf-appointed leader:
ship (both major construction
unions are suffering from
ballot-rigging scandals)more
concerned with protecting its p
income than its membership,is 1
selling the workers‘ bargain- 1

YEAIS 320;

P
Committee intensified pick-
etting.This was matched by
pressure from.union officials
to force_work8I8 id FIQ§§,fl- I
picket lines,culminating in
3 meeting on November 19th

of the UCATT Executive Council.
which failed to make any I
picket official,in spite of
the fact tnat all the demands §
concerning the blacklist,the .;
lump and direct employment I
are official UCATT policies! 5

p . teen,and one of the Logkfofif L
I_ British Library .._s-i.§.e _K..ios'§., §°"‘"?1;}_I-PPR ."’.?S. ..e1?¢te"-----F.iF-

)I.£ross-This led to larseisssls; layers‘ shopIsteward.and ¢?"*
police intervention and even- é venor pf the shop gtewards
tually to the arrest of a _ ¢@mm1ttee_
UCATT member Picketting 1“ SBut this was not the end.
solidarity.The case was later 1 0f the story, 0 —j ,
dismissed by a magistrate-

. Now drivers who had prev- ,
iously given support began to I

I back down.Events quickened as 1
ing Powev in exchange fa; *pthe pickets spread to the
' lk h ck off a ments from largest building site in Brit-
EEe bgszes The Scions‘ member-. §ifi.H3Y5 wharf at LondonI . I ket wash‘ l‘ ts are totally unrel-0 Bridge.Another pic _§,lYE_BS flfpe gently _ _< arrested(later to be acquitted)-- b - ..ve-a.?-re- I A -
Ddid for people who have left; while lorry drivers were~ A . d* d I crossing the picket line,the A
the Industry or even II A police shouting orders at theme

I‘ - to do so.
PICKETS INTENSIFY E The Lock-out Committee met

.. d h." In spite of all tnis,the Hays Wharf 5h°P 5§E:aTCZ1Y ?or
'0 _ - h unanimously agree O _ ,
Lock out EORTIIRIIIIERZEE strike action on their site Ithe use o y g P = . . E
forced Laings to agree to a if Laings would not agree €g_ E_ ' ' d . 1meetin of the National Comm the Committee s_ eman 8B - t. _ -in an hour a written agreemenittee Panel on November I2th f L _ S was resented and p
This agreed that: rom aing p i. d. ,l)Laings had to re-employ $lS¥§iS guaranteed work for é
the bricklaying gang at SUII h t a site in Banstead.. »- - t e gang a
Dlton as Soon as I; re?Een§: Surrey with Jonoroy,and a(they had closed t e si e L - -t
order to sack them). _ restarI 35952? alngs SI I

2¢Until then,Jonoroy hao early in _
to re--employ them. SHORT-LIVED;

3}The issue of lump labour it Seemed that a few work-
at Surbiton was to be discuss- ers Prepared to use the
Ed Offiflials. E pickejfiand others whg

But in the BVEflt.L3inB5 I would honour it,had forced a
refused to negotiate and Jon- 5 Sma11 easing of the ¢mp1@yer5'
oroy did not attend. * stranglehold over building

In reg onse the Lock-Out workers.But this was short-
lived.

When the gang arrived at -
the Banstead site on December
2nd,they found themselves
locked out,along with 20
others.the excuse given was
that Jonoroy had been thrown
off the site.But after picket- -
ing the site,negotiations W
resulted in reinstatement for >
all. *

During the following weeksf '
workers on the site organisedf
improved working conditions ?

A Jonoroy tried to sparatc
the gang,transfering some to
Surbiton,as promised,while
attempting to sack the others
"for bad time-keeping"-In
spite of picketting the Ban-
stead site,they found them-
selves locked out for the
third time in three months.

DETERMINED FIGHT I I
Work stopped at Surbiton.

Picketting began again at the
British Library,where pickets
were arrested.The police and
union officials lost no time
in coming to the aid of the -
bosses." -

While the Lock-out Comm-
ittee had persuaded drivers
not to cross the picket line,
TGWU and UCATT officials sent
letters to all drivers tell-
ing them not to cross the
picket line as it was unoff-
icial. I

Now the Courts have joined
in the attack on these workers
who after a long and difficult
struggle are still determined
to control their pay and con-
ditions of work,and defend
the right to organise and
fight for these aims.

Ranged against them are
the corrupt union officials ;
and determined bosses bent I
on maintaining almost feudal
powers over their employees.

They need your help now!
Picketting takes place:Mon-
Sat 7.15 am - 4pm,British
Library Site,Midland Road,
st Pancras,London. I
(Donations and enquiries: <
Laings Lock-out Committee,-
c/o 135 Hayward Gardens,
London SW 15.
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